Spatial and temporal control elements of the Drosophila engrailed gene.
engrailed (en) is a segmentation gene expressed in a series of stripes throughout embryonic development. Here, I show that regulatory sequences for striped expression are present within the first intron of en. The 1-kb intron is able to confer striped expression early, but not late, in development. This shows that different regulatory sequences are required for en stripes at different times in development. Furthermore, stripes generated by the intron are coincident with en stripes in a wild-type background but behave differently from endogenous engrailed stripes in some segmentation mutant backgrounds. Thus, although the intron can induce apparently normal stripes, it lacks some of the regulatory sequences present within the endogenous gene. These experiments suggest that multiple regulatory programs control an expression in stripes, and each may be able to confer "normal" spatial regulation independently.